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Pacman/Xrn1 is a highly conserved exoribonuclease known to play a critical role in gene regulatory events such as control of mRNA stability, RNA interference, and regulation via miRNAs. Although Pacman has been well studied in Drosophila tissue culture cells, the biologically relevant cellular pathways controlled by Pacman in natural tissues are unknown. This study shows that a hypomorphic mutation in pacman (pcm¹) results in smaller wing imaginal discs. These tissues, found in the larva, are known to grow and differentiate to form wing and thorax structures in the adult fly. Using microarray analysis, followed by quantitative RT-PCR, we show that eight mRNAs were increased in level by > 2-fold in the pcm¹ mutant wing discs compared with the control. The levels of pre-mRNAs were tested for five of these mRNAs; four did not increase in the pcm¹ mutant, showing that they are regulated at the post-transcriptional level and, therefore, could be directly affected by Pacman. These transcripts include one that encodes the heat shock protein Hsp67Bc, which is a hypomorphic mutation in Xrn1 (Pacman), a 5'-3' exoribonuclease. At the post-transcriptional level, these transcripts show that Pacman affects its processing in this tissue. Together, these data show that a relatively small number of mRNAs and miRNAs substantially change in abundance in pacman mutant wing imaginal discs. Since Hsp67Bc is known to regulate autophagy and protein synthesis, it is possible that Pacman may control the growth of wing imaginal discs by regulating these processes.

Introduction

A key aspect in the regulation of eukaryotic gene expression is the cytoplasmic control of mRNA stability. The effect of controlled RNA turnover on gene expression can be extremely significant, for example, some studies have shown that 40–50% of changes in gene expression occur at the level of RNA stability.¹ In multicellular organisms, it is increasingly evident that degradation of specific mRNAs is critical for the regulation of many cellular processes, including early development, infection, and inflammation, apoptosis and aging.²,³ For example, in mice deficient for the RNA-binding protein Tristetraprolin, the stability of RNAs such as GM-CSF, TNF-α, and Interleukin-10 increases, resulting in a systemic inflammatory syndrome with autoimmunity and bone marrow overgrowth.⁴,⁵ Therefore, transcript degradation can be selective and modulated, suggesting a little studied layer of control of gene expression affecting cellular processes.

This study focuses on Drosophila Xrn1 (Pacman), a 5'-3' cytoplasmic exoribonuclease that is highly conserved, with homologs in humans (XRN1), C. elegans (XRN-1), and S. cerevisiae (Xrn1p).⁹–¹¹ Pacman/Xrn1 has been shown to processively degrade mRNAs in a 5'-3' direction after they have been decapped.¹² Pacman is not only involved in the cytoplasmic turnover of RNA but is also required during RNA interference, degradation via miRNAs, and in nonsense-mediated decay.¹³ Our data, and those of others, show that Pacman is enriched in dynamic cytoplasmic particles termed P-bodies (processing bodies) and is co-localized with many of the other enzymes in the 5'-3' pathway, including the decapping enzyme Dcp2, the decapping activator Dcp1, and the helicase Me31B (Dhh1/p54 in yeast/humans).⁵,¹⁴–¹⁶ The crystal structure of the N-terminal region of Pacman has been determined at high resolution.¹⁷ This structure reveals that the catalytic domain comprises a pocket of basic residues which interacts with the 5' phosphate of the RNA and positions the first nucleotide for cleavage. The RNA is then pulled through the narrow entrance to the active site by a Brownian ratchet mechanism. The C-terminal domain of the protein (from residues 1140–1612), is less conserved overall.
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but does include some areas of conservation, termed short linear motifs (SLiMs). It has recently been shown that a short section of the C-terminal domain of Pacman (residues 1323–1355) interacts directly with the decapping factor Dcp1 and is required for efficient mRNA decapping in *Drosophila* S2 cells.9

Our previous work has shown that mutations in the *pacman* gene particularly affect growth and differentiation of tissues derived from the wing imaginal discs.20 Formation of wing imaginal discs begins during embryogenesis and they then grow and differentiate during larval and pupal development to generate specific adult structures such as the thorax, wings, and sensory bristles. Imaginal discs have similarities to adult stem cells in that they have the capacity to differentiate into a number of specific cell types.21 They therefore provide an excellent system for examining growth, differentiation, and specification of an adult tissue. Hypomorphic mutations in *pacman* (e.g., *pcm*5) result in viable adults with a number of defects, including dull wings, ruffling of the posterior wing margin, and bent or multiple sensory bristles.22 When the copy number of *pcm*5 is reduced from two to one by placing the hypomorphic allele over a deletion (e.g., *pcm*5/*Df(1)Ja27), flies can have a cleft thorax, suggesting that *pacman* affects the development of the wings from the wing imaginal disc. To further investigate the effect of *pcm*5 mutations on wing development, we measured the size of male *pcm*5 wings and found them to be around 84% the size of wild-type wings (Fig. 2, panel C), while the average size (measured by weight) of wild-type and *pcm*5 males did not vary (mean weight of control males = 1.02 mg (SD 0.10 mg, n = 23) and *pcm*5 males = 0.98 mg (SD 0.10 mg, n = 23) compared using a t-test, p = 0.2069). To determine whether the decrease in wing size in mutants was due to smaller wing imaginal discs, the wing discs were dissected from wild-type and *pcm*5 wandering L3 larvae and compared in size. The *pcm*5 wing imaginal discs were found to be 82% the size of wild-type (Fig. 2, panel D). Therefore, this mutation in *pacman* appears to affect growth of the wing imaginal discs, presumably by affecting the expression of transcripts encoding proteins involved in development of that tissue.

**Results**

The hypomorphic mutation in *pacman* (*pcm*5) results in small wings and wing imaginal discs. In order to determine the biological functions of Pacman, we previously generated a number of mutant alleles in the *pacman* gene, created by excision of a P-element downstream of *pacman*. The strongest hypomorphic allele generated, *pcm*5 includes a partial deletion of exons 8 and 9, followed by a frameshift (Fig. 1). This results in a protein that includes the N-terminal catalytic domain (residues 1–674) but is missing residues 1264–1612 of the less structured C-terminal domain (residues 675–1612). Adult flies which are homo- or hemizygous for *pcm*5 exhibit a number of phenotypes including dull wings (Fig. 2, panels A and B), duplicated macrochaetae and a cleft thorax, suggesting that *pacman* affects the development of the wings from the wing imaginal disc. To further investigate the mechanisms by which Pacman affects the development and differentiation of wing imaginal discs, it is first necessary to identify the RNAs misexpressed in this tissue in a *pcm* mutant. In this study, we report that a rather small number of mRNAs and miRNAs are substantially increased or decreased in levels in *pcm*5 mutant discs. Of these misexpressed mRNAs, we have identified four that are upregulated at the post-transcriptional level in *pcm*5 mutants, suggesting that they could be directly affected by the Pacman exonuclease. The upregulated transcripts include those associated with induction of autophagy and inhibition of protein synthesis. One miRNA, *miR-277-3p*, was post-transcriptionally downregulated, which is consistent with Pacman being specifically involved in the biogenesis of this miRNA. These data therefore suggest that Pacman controls growth of imaginal discs via control of protein synthesis and regulation of autophagy.

**Figure 1.** *pcm* genomic region and the allele *pcm*5 created by imprecise excision of *P*(EP)1526. The *pacman* gene consists of 11 exons and expresses a single transcript. The *pcm*5 allele is a 516 bp deletion in exons 8 and 9 with the rest of the gene sequence being out of frame (darker box). A “footprint” sequence of 32 bp remains in the position the P-element previously occupied, which is within the first intron of *CG43260*. *CG43260* is otherwise unaffected. Amino acid numbers indicate the region of Pacman protein not affected by the deletion in the *pcm*5 allele (residues 1–1264 of 1612).
experiment and qRT-PCR validation experiments (> 4 μg). RNA extraction, labeling, array hybridization, and initial analyses were performed at the Sir Henry Wellcome Functional Genomics Facility, University of Glasgow. Quality control analysis of the raw data, performed using RMAExpress software, showed that each array was of similar quality, with none falling outside the main intensity grouping. We analyzed the data from the mRNA microarray experiments using three different normalization methods: MA55, RMA, and GCRMA. Lists of differentially expressed genes were created after normalization with each method and then compared to identify genes that appeared consistently in at least two lists. These genes were predicted to be up or downregulated due to a real biological difference, rather than being false positives. Thirty-eight genes were found to be upregulated in pcm mutants compared with wild-type. Twenty-six mRNAs were upregulated more than 1.5-fold in pcm mutants compared with wild-type. Twenty-six mRNAs were upregulated more than 1.5-fold in these mutants, with only nine of these expressed at greater than 2-fold of the levels of controls. Of the 34 downregulated genes, 28 were below 1.5-fold and 16 below 2-fold. The pacman transcript itself was downregulated by 2.6-fold on the arrays, congruent with the 3-fold downregulation of the pacman transcript we have previously observed for pcm mutant larvae. Therefore, these data show, for the first time, that the pcm mutation results in rather few transcripts which change in abundance at this stage of development in wing imaginal discs.

Verification of microarray results using quantitative RT-PCR. In order to validate the changes in transcript abundance in wing imaginal discs resulting from the pcm mutation, TaqMan qRT-PCR was employed to determine the fold changes more precisely for a set of selected up and downregulated mRNAs. Twelve upregulated mRNAs were chosen for verification by qRT-PCR (the top 11 and the transcript encoding the decapping enzyme Dcp2, along with seven downregulated mRNAs (the six most downregulated and pacman)). RNA levels were normalized to rp49 (RpL32) mRNA as it did not change in level on the arrays and encodes a ubiquitously expressed ribosomal protein. Expression of each mRNA was tested on at least four biological replicates (up to 11, see Fig. 4 legend). RNA from each biological replicate was converted to cDNA in duplicate and the qRT-PCR performed in duplicate on each cDNA sample (four technical replicates in total per biological replicate). Figure 4 shows the levels of transcripts, as measured by qRT-PCR, were comparable with the microarray levels in most cases. CG31157 and CG7966 appeared to be downregulated on the arrays, but were not found to differ in expression by qRT-PCR. Two other downregulated mRNAs, CG17669 and Dscam4, were found to be downregulated by a much greater extent by qRT-PCR than they were on the arrays. Additionally, Hsc70-2 appeared to be expressed extremely inconsistently at a very low level by qRT-PCR. Hsc70-2 was not considered further, as the TaqMan assay may have been ineffective at detecting it (not shown). These qRT-PCR experiments showed that eight of the 12 upregulated mRNAs were increased in level by > 2-fold in the pcm mutant compared with the control (Hsp67Bc, CG31477, simjarg, CG33099, Hsp26, CG5953 CG5326, and CG12842). The pacman, CG32364, CG17669, and Dscam4 transcripts were downregulated by > 2-fold (Fig. 4).

Hsp67Bc, CG31477, simjarg and Hsp26 transcripts are post-transcriptionally upregulated in pcm mutants. Since mutations in pacman result in specific phenotypes, including reduced size of wing imaginal discs, we wished to concentrate on transcripts that changed significantly in abundance in the pcm mutant compared with controls. We reasoned that these are most likely to result in the phenotypic consequences observed. Since Pacman is an exoribonuclease, and is involved in the degradation of RNA, we reasoned that transcripts upregulated at the mRNA level, but unchanged at the transcriptional level (i.e., the pre-mRNA), were most likely to be affected by the Pacman exoribonuclease. In

![Figure 2. pcm wing and wing imaginal disc phenotypes. (A and B) pcm wings (right) frequently display a dull wing phenotype where the wild-type iridescence (left) is lost. (C) The wings of pcm males are smaller than that of wild-type males. The mean wing area of pcm males is 1.07 mm², 16% smaller than equivalent wild-type wings (1.27 mm²). A t-test was used to calculate significance and error bars show standard error (n = 20 for wild-type and 21 for pcm; * * * * = p < 0.0001). Representative wild-type and pcm L3 wing discs are shown below (relative size in parenthesis). (D) The wing imaginal discs of pcm L3 larvae are 18% smaller than those of wild-type discs. A t-test was used to determine significance and error bars show standard error (n = 32 for wild-type and 25 for pcm; * * * * = p < 0.0001). Representative wild-type and pcm L3 wing discs are shown below (relative size in parenthesis).](image-url)
contrast, mRNAs that increased in abundance at both the transcriptional level and mRNA level are less likely to be directly affected by Pacman. We measured the pre-mRNA levels of the five mRNAs upregulated by >3-fold in pcm\textsuperscript{5} mutant; Hsp67Bc, CG31477, simjang, CG33099, and Hsp26, to determine whether Pacman was likely to directly affect these transcripts at the post-transcriptional level. Additionally, we quantified the pre-mRNA levels of Dcp2, two mRNAs that did not change level in the pcm\textsuperscript{5} mutant (CG7699 and CG31157), and the three most downregulated mRNAs (CG32364, CG17669, and Dscam4).

Levels of pre-mRNA vs. mRNA were compared in pcm\textsuperscript{5} mutants and wild-type L3 wing imaginal discs. TaqMan qRT-PCR assays were designed to specifically amplify the pre-mRNA transcripts using one of two methods. For CG31477, CG33099, simjang, CG7966, CG31157, Hsp67Bc, CG31477, CG33099, and Hsp26, we determined whether Pacman was likely to directly affect these transcripts at the post-transcriptional level. Additionally, we quantified the pre-mRNA levels of Dcp2, two mRNAs that did not change level in the pcm\textsuperscript{5} mutant (CG7699 and CG31157), and the three most downregulated mRNAs (CG32364, CG17669, and Dscam4).

Levels of pre-mRNA vs. mRNA were compared in pcm\textsuperscript{5} mutants and wild-type L3 wing imaginal discs. TaqMan qRT-PCR assays were designed to specifically amplify the pre-mRNA transcripts using one of two methods. For CG31477, CG33099, simjang, CG7966, CG31157, Dcp2, CG32364, and Dscam4, which contain introns, assays were designed against 100 nt sections located within an intron and at least one exon (Fig. S1, panels A–G). For Hsp67Bc, Hsp26, and CG17669, which are intronless, assays were designed against the last 50 nt of the transcribed RNA, over the polyA cleavage site (Fig. S1, panels H–K). The mRNA assays for each gene were the same as those
used previously, with proprietary probe/primer combinations designed across exon-exon boundaries, to ensure specific detection of the mRNA. The TaqMan qRT-PCR assays (mRNA or pre-mRNA) used for genes with more than one mRNA isoform (CG31477, simjang, CG31157, Dcp2, and Dscam4) were chosen/designed to detect all transcript variants from that gene. The different expression profiles between pre-mRNA and corresponding mature mRNA assays (see below) showed that these methods successfully distinguished between pre-mRNA and mature mRNA. Prior to reverse transcription, all samples were treated with DNase I to prevent the pre-mRNA assays detecting genomic DNA. Controls lacking reverse transcriptase showed that genomic DNA was not detected.

Figure 5 shows the pre-mRNA compared with the mature mRNA levels of Hsp67Bc, CG31477, simjang, CG33099, Hsp26, Dep2, CG7669, CG31157, CG32364, CG7669, and Dscam4 in pcm\textsuperscript{5} wing imaginal discs. For Hsp67Bc, CG31477, simjang, and Hsp26, the level of pre-mRNA is not significantly different in the mutant compared with wild-type, indicating that the pcm\textsuperscript{5} mutation does not affect the transcription of these mRNAs. However, the levels of mature mRNA are significantly higher in the mutant than in wild-type, showing that Pacman affects these transcripts post-transcriptionally. In contrast, the levels of CG33099 pre-mRNA and mRNA both increase by approximately the same amount, indicating that the increase in abundance of CG33099 is due to transcriptional rather than post-transcriptional effects.

Each of the downregulated transcripts (CG32364, CG17669, and Dscam4) exhibited substantial reductions of transcription in the pcm\textsuperscript{5} mutant. CG32364 pre-mRNA and mRNA are both reduced by the same amount (8.1-fold and 8.0-fold, respectively), suggesting control of this gene is entirely transcriptional. The levels of pre-mRNA for CG17669 and Dscam4 are both greatly reduced, but not to such a great extent as for their corresponding mRNAs, which show a remarkable decrease in abundance (62.5-fold and 4020-fold, respectively; Fig. 5). This suggests that the downregulation of these mRNAs is not entirely dependent on transcription. However, this is unlikely to be a direct consequence of the pacman mutation as we would expect mRNAs directly affected by Pacman to increase in abundance. The mRNA level for Dcp2 is upregulated 1.3-fold in the pcm\textsuperscript{5} mutant, while its pre-mRNA is 1.1-fold downregulated. Although these changes are statistically significant, they are very small (< 30%) and unlikely to be biologically significant, because a 4-fold increase in Dcp2 protein level (by expression of a transgene) generates no mutant phenotypes when flies are grown under normal conditions.\textsuperscript{25} For CG7669 and CG31157, the mRNA levels of which do not change in the pcm\textsuperscript{5} mutant, the pre-mRNA levels also do not change. Since mRNA decay and transcription are often linked,\textsuperscript{26} as has been shown for targets of the deadenylases in mammalian cells,\textsuperscript{27} then overall mRNA abundance could remain the same if transcripts are stabilized at the same time as transcription is reduced. However, this does not appear to be the case here, as the pcm\textsuperscript{5} mutation results in no change in abundance of these transcripts, either transcriptionally or post-transcriptionally.

The heat shock protein Hsp67Bc is upregulated in pcm\textsuperscript{5} mutant imaginal discs. We have shown that the transcripts Hsp67Bc, CG31477, simjang, and Hsp26 increase post-transcriptionally by at least 3.2-fold in pcm\textsuperscript{5} imaginal discs compared with controls. To have an effect on imaginal disc development these mRNAs would need to be translated into protein. However, the usual pathway for mRNA degradation is thought to be via deadenylation of the transcript, followed by decapping and then degradation by Xrn1/Pacman.\textsuperscript{4,12} If this is the case, the decapped transcripts, which would not be optimally translated, would be expected to accumulate. To test whether the accumulated transcripts could be translated, we measured Hsp67Bc and Simjang protein levels using western blot analysis (as far as we are aware, antibodies to CG31477 and Drosophila Hsp26 are not available). We were unable to obtain a consistent result using the Simjang antibody, but the Hsp67Bc protein did show a significant increase of around 2.3-fold in pcm\textsuperscript{5} wing imaginal discs (Fig. 5), indicating that a portion of the accumulated transcripts can be
arrays, followed by TaqMan qRT-PCR, to compare the levels of mature miRNAs in pcm5 and wild-type L3 wing imaginal discs. For the arrays, 720 wing imaginal discs were dissected from each genotype and divided into two biological replicates. Two dual color arrays were performed and analyzed using GenePix Pro 6.0. Forty-two miRNAs (out of 152 on the array, and 426 in miRBase 19.0) were detected in wild-type Drosophila wing imaginal discs. miR-14-3p was the most highly expressed miRNA, at a level more than 100-fold higher than that of miR-277-3p, the lowest reliably detected miRNA (Fig. 6, panel A). Following normalization to spike in controls, the expression levels of individual miRNAs were compared. In the pcm5 mutant, there were no miRNAs expressed above 2-fold compared with wild-type, suggesting that, in this case, Pacman is not involved in the degradation of mature miRNAs in pcm5 wing imaginal discs (Fig. 6, panel B). The expression levels of the three most downregulated miRNAs, miR-33-5p, miR-34-5p, and miR-277-3p, were verified by Taqman qRT-PCR (n = 4 for each). Two miRNAs that were unchanged on the arrays, miR-14-3p and miR-8-3p, were also verified by qRT-PCR (n = 4 for each) and did not show a difference in level in pcm5 compared with wild-type. miR-33-5p and miR-34-5p were found to be downregulated in the mutant compared with the wild-type. Although these changes were statistically significant, they were < 2-fold. miR-277-3p was downregulated by 5.9-fold in the pcm5 wing discs compared with wild-type discs.

Pacman affects the expression of miR-277-3p in wing imaginal discs. One way that Pacman could indirectly regulate the expression of mRNAs would be to control the levels of particular microRNAs, which, in turn, may regulate the abundance of particular transcripts. The role of exoribonucleases in the degradation of miRNAs is a subject that has begun to be addressed in recent years, with some lines of evidence implicating Pacman/XRN1 in the degradation of at least some miRNAs. miRNAs are known to be important at numerous points during Drosophila development, and the pcm5 mutant wing imaginal discs provide an excellent opportunity to test for a link between Pacman and miRNA levels in a system where the reduction of Pacman functionality has observable developmental phenotypes. We reasoned that mature miRNAs that are normally affected by Pacman would increase in the pcm5 mutant. In contrast, if Pacman was involved in the processing of a particular pri- or pre-miRNA, then the levels of mature miRNA would be expected to decrease in the pcm5 mutant. Alternatively, Pacman may increase or decrease the levels of particular miRNAs via indirect effects on transcription or other gene regulatory events.

To determine the effect of the pcm5 mutation on abundance of miRNAs, we used Exiqon LNA miRNA v11.0 “other species” arrays, followed by TaqMan qRT-PCR, to compare the levels of mature miRNAs in pcm5 and wild-type L3 wing imaginal discs. For the arrays, 720 wing imaginal discs were dissected from each genotype and divided into two biological replicates. Two dual color arrays were performed and analyzed using GenePix Pro 6.0. Forty-two miRNAs (out of 152 on the array, and 426 in miRBase 19.0) were detected in wild-type Drosophila wing imaginal discs. miR-14-3p was the most highly expressed miRNA, at a level more than 100-fold higher than that of miR-277-3p, the lowest reliably detected miRNA (Fig. 6, panel A). Following normalization to spike in controls, the expression levels of individual miRNAs were compared. In the pcm5 mutant, there were no miRNAs expressed above 2-fold compared with wild-type, suggesting that, in this case, Pacman is not involved in the degradation of mature miRNAs in pcm5 wing imaginal discs (Fig. 6, panel B).
(Fig. 7A). Therefore, Pacman appears to be directly or indirectly involved in expression of this miRNA. To determine whether this effect was at the transcriptional or post-transcriptional level, primers were designed to detect pri/pre-miR-277 (Fig. S1, panel L). miR-277-3p and miR-277-5p can be processed from pri/pre-miR-277, but mature miR-277-3p is the overwhelmingly dominant miRNA produced. Comparison of the pri/pre-miRNA-277 levels with mature miR-277-3p levels in pcm\textsuperscript{-} mutant wing discs showed that pri/pre-miRNA-277 was found at similar levels in the mutant and wild-type, whereas the mature miR-277-3p was reduced 5.9-fold in pcm\textsuperscript{-} mutant wing imaginal discs (Fig. 7B). These data therefore suggest that Pacman affects the maturation of miR-277-3p, although it is also possible that this is an indirect effect.

**Discussion**

In the present study, we have identified a set of mRNAs and one miRNA that significantly change in abundance upon reduction of expression of the Pacman exoribonuclease in *Drosophila* wing imaginal discs (Table 1). Since these RNAs have been identified from wing imaginal discs dissected from developing larvae rather than tissue culture cells, they reflect developmentally important gene expression changes, which occur upon mutation of this exoribonuclease. Developmentally relevant changes in RNA abundance resulting from a reduction in exoribonuclease activity have very rarely been identified so this study represents a significant step forward in understanding the function of the conserved exoribonucleases in vivo. In particular, analysis of the misregulated transcripts identified may start to explain why *pacman* mutant wing imaginal discs and wings are significantly smaller than that of wild-type and how Pacman can influence growth and differentiation.

Surprisingly, our study found relatively few mRNAs that were significantly up or downregulated in abundance in pcm\textsuperscript{-} imaginal discs compared with controls. According to our microarray analysis, followed by validation of these misregulated transcripts by TaqMan qRT-PCR, only eight mRNAs were increased in level by > 2-fold in the pcm\textsuperscript{-} mutant compared with controls (Hsp67Bc, CG31477, simijang, CG33099, Hsp26, CG5953, CG5326, and CG12842; Fig. 4). Of the downregulated transcripts, four (pacman, CG32364, CG17669, and Dscam4) were shown by both microarray and TaqMan RT-PCR to be decreased in abundance by > 2-fold. These results are in line with work on the effects of knockdown of the deadenylase subunits Ccr4\textsubscript{a} (CNOT6) and Ccr4\textsubscript{b} (CNOT6L) in MCF7 cells where only 79 genes were found to be upregulated (> 1.5-fold) and only four downregulated. Therefore, both studies show that global decay factors affect a surprisingly small number of transcripts.

A possible reason why relatively few transcripts changed in abundance (> 2-fold) in the pcm\textsuperscript{-} mutant is that stabilization of mRNAs by the pcm\textsuperscript{-} mutation is accompanied by a compensatory decrease in transcription and consequently no overall change in the abundance of the majority of mRNAs. This compensatory effect has been seen in studies on the effect of PARN knockdown in mouse myoblasts where the majority of transcripts stabilized were reduced in abundance due to transcriptional control. Other studies in yeast cells have shown that mRNA synthesis and degradation are coupled and that mRNA decay rates are dependent upon events that occur at the promoter. It is also possible that relatively few transcripts were seen to change in abundance overall, were actually stabilized at the same time as being transcriptionally downregulated, we assessed the levels of pre-mRNA and miRNA of two transcripts, which did not change in overall abundance in the pcm\textsuperscript{-} mutant compared with controls. We found no evidence for substantial reduction of transcription of those mRNAs suggesting that the pcm\textsuperscript{-} mutation does not significantly affect transcription of these mRNAs. Another possibility is that the 3'-5' degradation pathway is upregulated in pcm\textsuperscript{-} mutants, resulting in no change in abundance of many mRNAs. However, we found no evidence for upregulation of transcripts encoding known 3'-5' degradation factors. It is also possible that relatively few transcripts were seen to change in abundance as pcm\textsuperscript{-} is a hypomorphic and not a null mutant. In any case, our experiments aimed to identify the transcripts whose overall expression was substantially perturbed in the pcm\textsuperscript{-} mutant as these transcripts are most likely to result in the biological phenotypes observed. If there is a mechanism to maintain homeostasis in levels of some transcripts then these transcripts are unlikely to cause the mutant phenotype.

The transcripts that significantly increase in abundance in the pcm\textsuperscript{-} mutant could either be due to an increase in transcription, a decrease in decay or a combination of both. By using judiciously placed intronic and exonic primers to distinguish between premRNAs and mRNA we were able to determine whether the pcm\textsuperscript{-} mutation affected these transcripts at the transcriptional and/or post-transcriptional level. As shown in Figure 5, the
levels of Hsp67Bc, CG31477, Hsp26, and simjang pre-mRNAs did not increase in the pcm\(^2\) mutant, but the mature mRNA levels increased significantly. The simplest explanation for this effect is that Pacman normally degrades these mRNAs. However, it is also possible that their increase in abundance is due to an unknown indirect effect. Our results therefore suggest that a limited number of specific transcripts are normally targeted to the 5'-3' degradation machinery for controlled degradation.

Table 1. Misexpressed RNAs in pcm\(^2\) wing imaginal discs and their associated molecular and biological functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene name (Human ortholog)</th>
<th>Fold change in pcm(^2) mutant</th>
<th>Associated functions (Flybase(^{[*]}))</th>
<th>Refs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hsp67Bc</strong> (HSPB1-3,6, CRYAA, CRYAB)</td>
<td>-1.1 +11.9 **</td>
<td><strong>Molecular</strong>: unknown. <strong>Biological</strong>: protein lipiddation; response to methotrexate; regulation of translational initiation by eIF2α phosphorylation; regulation of autophagy.</td>
<td>41,42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CG31477</strong> (ATPSE)</td>
<td>+1.7 +6.7 ****</td>
<td><strong>Molecular</strong>: hydrogen-exporting ATPase activity; phosphorylative mechanism. <strong>Biological</strong>: proton transport.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>simjang</strong> (GATA2A/p66α)</td>
<td>-1.1 +3.8 ****</td>
<td><strong>Molecular</strong>: protein binding. <strong>Biological</strong>: negative regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter.</td>
<td>44,45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CG33099</strong></td>
<td>+3.0 +3.8 ** ****</td>
<td><strong>Molecular</strong>: gibberelin 20-oxidase activity. <strong>Biological</strong>: oxidation-reduction process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hsp26</strong> (HSPB1-3,6, CRYAA, CRYAB)</td>
<td>+1.1 +3.2 ** ****</td>
<td><strong>Molecular</strong>: protein binding. <strong>Biological</strong>: determination of adult lifespan; cold acclimation.</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CG5953</strong></td>
<td>- +2.9 **</td>
<td><strong>Molecular</strong>: unknown. <strong>Biological</strong>: lateral inhibition.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CG5326</strong> (ELOVL1,2,4,5,7)</td>
<td>- +2.7 *</td>
<td><strong>Molecular</strong>: unknown. <strong>Biological</strong>: neurogenesis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CG12842</strong></td>
<td>- +2.4 *</td>
<td><strong>Molecular</strong>: unknown. <strong>Biological</strong>: unknown.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>miR-277-3p</strong></td>
<td>-1.2 -5.6 ***</td>
<td><strong>Molecular</strong>: unknown. <strong>Biological</strong>: response to rcGG repeats.</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CG32364</strong></td>
<td>-8.1 -8.0 ****</td>
<td><strong>Molecular</strong>: nucleotide binding; nucleic acid binding. <strong>Biological</strong>: unknown.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CG17669</strong> (DNAAF3)</td>
<td>-2.3 -62.5 ** ****</td>
<td><strong>Molecular</strong>: unknown. <strong>Biological</strong>: unknown.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dscam4</strong> (multiple, inc. DSCAM)</td>
<td>-328.9 -4019.3 ****</td>
<td><strong>Molecular</strong>: identical protein binding. <strong>Biological</strong>: cell adhesion.</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Underlined transcripts were upregulated post-transcriptionally. Stars below fold change values represent the P value (** = P < 0.0001, **** = P < 0.001, * = P < 0.01, and # = P < 0.05).
62.5-fold and 4020-fold, respectively, in pcm mutant discs due to both transcriptional and post-transcriptional effects. The reasons for these decreases are not clear but could be due to Pacman directly or indirectly upregulating a transcriptional repressor. Alternatively, this could be a result of reduction of a specific cell population expressing Dscam4 and/or CG17669.

Our study also shows that the pcm mutation affects the levels of mature miR-277-3p in wing imaginal discs. The decrease in levels of mature miR-277-3p in imaginal discs of the pcm mutant is interesting as it is the first time that this 5'-3' exoribonuclease has been shown to specifically affect the expression levels of a miRNA in *Drosophila*. This mature miRNA was downregulated 5.9-fold in the pcm mutant while the levels of its pri- and pre-miRNAs were unchanged between mutant and control. Therefore, it appears that Pacman can affect the processing of miR-277-3p, perhaps in a similar manner to that observed for miR-34-5p in *Drosophila* S2 cells where the 3'-to-5' exoribonuclease Nibbler trims miRNAs bound to Ago1.46 However, it is also possible that this effect is indirect, in that this miRNA may normally be protected from degradation by binding to its target mRNA (target-mediated miRNA protection).32 In this case, the downregulation of one or more of the transcripts in the pcm mutant could result in acceleration of miR-277-3p decay. Although it is presently unclear how Pacman could affect the expression of this miRNA, the processing/degradation of this miRNA must be specific, as it is the only one out of the 42 mature miRNAs detected in wing discs that is regulated in this way.

How could the changes in abundance of these misregulated mRNAs and miRNA in the pcm mutant affect growth and differentiation of imaginal discs? A summary of the RNAs misregulated in the pcm mutant are listed in Table 1, together with their proposed functions. A striking function of the most upregulated transcript (*Hsp67Bc*) is its involvement in autophagy. *Hsp67Bc* has recently been shown to be the functional ortholog of human HSPB8 (*Hsp22*), which induces autophagy via the eIF2α pathway.33,34 The higher levels of *Hsp67Bc* protein observed in pcm mutant wing discs compared with controls could be reducing imaginal disc growth by decreasing protein synthesis and/or inducing autophagy. The significant reduction of expression of miR-277-3p in pcm mutant discs suggests another way in which Pacman may affect the growth of discs. If miR-277-3p targets mRNAs encoding proteins involved in growth inhibition, then a decrease in this miRNA could lead to a reduction in size of mutant imaginal discs. Although we checked the levels of some of the proteins encoded by putative mRNA targets of miR-277-3p we could not find any evidence for changes in expression. Therefore, the molecular pathways controlled by miR-277-3p in imaginal disc development will require further experimental work. Since Pacman/Xrn1 is highly conserved in all eukaryotes, these investigations are likely to shed light on autophagy and apoptosis control in all multicellular organisms.

**Materials and Methods**

**Fly stocks.** Fly stocks were cultivated on standard media at 25 °C in uncrowded conditions. Creation of the pcm allele was previously described by Grima et al.29 The wild-type stock used was created by a neutral excision of the P-element used to create pcm (P[EP]EP1526, stock 11456 from Bloomington Stock Center). A 43 bp “footprint” was left by the P-element in the intron of CG43260.

**Measurement of wing and wing disc size.** For size measurements, wing imaginal discs were dissected from L3 larvae and an individual image was taken using a dissecting microscope at a constant magnification. The area each disc was then measured in arbitrary units using ImageJ (www.rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). For images, L3 wing imaginal discs were dissected and mounted in 85% glycerol under a size 1 coverslip, with an additional size one coverslip cut in half and placed at each side of the area containing the imaginal discs to act as spacers. Images were produced using Axiovision 4.7 on an Axioplan microscope (Carl Zeiss). Wings were mounted in DPX medium (Fischer Scientific, Cat. no. 10050080) under a size 0 coverslip (weighted down overnight).

**Molecular techniques.** RNA extractions were performed using an RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Cat. no. 74104) or a miRVana miRNA isolation kit (Life Technologies, Cat. no. AM1560). The miRVana kit was used for total RNA extraction when RNAs < 200 nt (mRNAs etc.) were required. Samples were treated with a DNA-free kit (Life Technologies, Cat. no. AM1906) and their concentrations were measured on a NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). For the *Drosophila* Genome 2.0 mRNA microarrays (Affymetrix, Cat. no. 900531), wing imaginal disc samples were homogenized in RLT buffer from the RNeasy Mini kit with β-mercaptoethanol added before being sent on dry ice to the Sir Henry Wellcome Functional Genomics Facility (University of Glasgow). For the LNA miRNA v11.0 “other species” arrays (Exiqon, Cat. no. 208213-A), the samples were labeled with either Hy5 or Hy3 dyes in the supplied labeling kit (Cat. no. 208032-A). A miRCURY LNA Array Spike-in miRNA kit (Exiqon, Cat. no. 208040) was also used. Hybridization was performed in Microarray Hybridization chambers (Agilent) in a rotary HB-1000 hybridization oven (UVP) at 65 °C. The arrays were scanned using an Axon GenePix 4000B Microarray Scanner (Molecular Devices) and analyzed using GenePix Pro 6.0 (Molecular Devices). Normalization was performed using the spike in miRNAs.

For qRT-PCR, cDNA was prepared from the RNA samples using a High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Life Technologies, Cat. no. 4368814) for mRNA/pre-mRNA or a TaqMan microRNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Life Technologies, Cat. no. 4366596) for miRNAs. Specific primers (supplied) were used for each mRNA RT reaction, and random primers were used for the mRNA/pre-mRNA RT reactions. qRT-PCR was performed on the cDNA produced from either RT protocol using TaqMan Universal PCR Master Mix, No AmpErase UNG (Life Technologies, Cat. no. 4324018) and an appropriate TaqMan mRNA/miRNA assay (Life Technologies). All mRNA and miRNA TaqMan assays used were pre-designed. For custom pre-mRNA assays, 100 nt of sequence of the desired target area was submitted to Life Technologies’ web-based Custom TaqMan Assay Design Tool (Fig. S1).

Western blotting was performed on samples containing 60 wing imaginal discs. Tubulin was used as an internal control. Mouse
anti-Tubulin primary antibody (Sigma, Cat. no. T9026) was used at a 1:2,000 dilution with an anti-mouse-HRP conjugated secondary antibody (Sigma, Cat. no. A2304) at 1:8000. Hsp67Bc primary antibody was used at a 1:1,000 dilution with an anti-rabbit-HRP conjugated secondary antibody at 1:8000 (Sigma, Cat. no. A0545). Antibody binding was detected using Amersham ECL detection reagents (GE Healthcare, Cat. no. RPN2209). Relative quantification of bands was performed in ImageJ.
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